
Find Reviewers using Scopus©

Locating qualified and available Reviewers is often a challenging and time-consuming bottleneck 
in the peer review process. Integrating the Find Reviewers using Scopus tool within Aries Systems’ 
Editorial Manager® (EM) offers publishers a cutting-edge Reviewer recommendation solution that 
streamlines the Reviewer invitation process – resulting in improved quality of scholarly output and 
reduced time to publication. 

Leveraging the Scopus database and advanced search capabilities, Editors can quickly identify, 
screen, and invite relevant Reviewers for submitted manuscripts within minutes. 

Powerful Connections at your Fingertips 

Dynamic Search Engine 

• Expands and diversifies researcher network for unparalleled coverage with   
   extensive global/discipline representation 

• Connects millions of candidates with up to 100 suggested Reviewers generated  
  in a single search

• Alleviates pressure on publications’ own pool of overburdened Reviewers 

®

• Search against researcher names and automatically extracted keywords and 
  classifications provided by the Author during submission

• Flexible discovery by changing search parameters or filtering results through other 
  criteria such as expertise, publication history, h-index, and more  

• Independently conduct in-depth examinations of candidate backgrounds without 
  limitations of a static list 
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A superior peer review candidate search solution 
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To learn more about the Find Reviewers Using Scopus© Editorial Manager integration or to request 
a free demonstration, please visit: https://www.ariessys.com/landing-pages/scopus-find-reviewers-demo/. 

Aries Systems Corporation. Editorial Manager, and ProduXion Manager are trademarks and the 
property of Aries Systems Corporation. © 2023 Aries Systems Corporation.

Advanced Conflict of Interest (COI) Detection 

Seamless, Streamlined Invitation Workflow 

• Automatically excludes inappropriate candidates from search results and sorts into
manageable lists for Editors

• Labels candidates with potential conflicts and cautions Editors prior to confirming
their Reviewer selection

• Results generated without bias, strengthening integrity of peer review and scholarly
research output

• Integrated system interface for seamless, intuitive, and disruption-free workflow

• References manuscript metadata from EM, including other Reviewers already invited
from other search sources

• Reduced administrative recruitment for improved experience for editorial staff

• Search and manuscript data not retained or stored to protect competitive privacy
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